Noise reduction in qubit readout with a two-mode squeezed interferometer
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Abstract Fault-tolerant quantum information processing with flawed qubits and gates requires
highly efficient, quantum non-demolition (QND) qubit readout. In superconducting circuits, qubit
readout using coherent light with fidelity above 99% has been achieved by using quantum-limited
parametric amplifiers such as the Josephson Parametric Converter (JPC). However, further improve-
ment of such measurement is fundamentally limited by the vacuum fluctuations of the coherent light
used for readout. In this work we measure a transmon qubit/cavity system with an unbalanced two-
mode squeezed light interferometer formed from two JPCs. The first amplifier generates two-mode
squeezed vacuum at its output, which is coherently recombined by the second amplifier after one
branch is shifted and displaced by the transmon’s state after it interacts with the qubit/cavity system
on one arm of the interferometer. We have observed a 44% improvement in power Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) of projective readout compared to that of coherent light readout in the same system.
To investigate the quantum properties of the two-mode squeezed light in the system, we also studied
weak measurement and found, surprisingly, that tuning the interferometer to be as unprojective as
possible was associated with an increase in the quantum efficiency of our readout relative to the
optimum setting for projective measurement. These enhancements may enable remote entanglement
with lower efficiency components in a system with qubits in both arms of the interferometer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurement is the act by which we gain information
about a quantum object (in quantum information pro-
cessing usually a qubit) we wish to study. Although the
end result of a measurement is classical information
on our qubit, the measurement apparatus itself is comprised
of three important components [1]. The first is the inter-
action between the information ‘carrier’ and the qubit to
be measured. For superconducting qubits, this is almost
universally the interaction between the probe signal and a
dispersively coupled system formed by a microwave qubit
to a microwave cavity, in which the cavity’s frequency is
shifted by photon number in the qubit [2]. The second com-
ponent is the nature of the information carrier. Typ-
ically, this is coherent pulse of microwave light which we
can think of as a flying coherent state. This pulse is sent
into the cavity, where it experiences (for concreteness in
a reflection experiment) a qubit-state-dependent phase
shift due to the dispersive coupling [1]. The third com-
ponent is the device which processes quantum information
carrier so that it can be digitized at room temper-
ure. In a typical circuit QED experiment, this is usually a
Josephson junction based parametric amplifier [3–6].

For use in quantum information processing, where
error correction and state preparation are paramount goals,
the measurement should also be QND, that is the qubit
state should not suffer additional back-action or random-
ization during the measurement process [7]. In circuit
QED this requirement is satisfied by the dispersive qubit-
cavity interaction, provided the readout pulse is not too
strong [8,9].

A ‘good’ measurement apparatus allows the experi-
menter to use the classical outcome of the measurement
process to distinguish the qubit’s state with high fidelity
from a single measurement. For measurements based
on (Gaussian) coherent pulses of light processed with ei-
ther a phase-preserving or phase-sensitive amplifier (the
workhorses of circuit QED [10–12]), the distinguishabil-
ity is given by how far apart the Gaussian distributions
of the measurement outcomes received at room temper-
ature are. If the amplifiers are quantum limited [13],
the ultimate limit on how large the readout pulse must
be, and therefore how hard the cavity must be driven in
order to reach a target SNR for a measurement, are the
quantum fluctuations inherent in coherent states of light.

In this work, we demonstrate the use of two-mode
squeezed (TMS) light and phase-preserving amplifier
combined into an interferometer for dispersive qubit
readout, as proposed in Ref. [14]. This measurement
scheme is based on a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with
active non-linear beam splitters which is commonly
known as a SU(1,1) interferometer [15]. Two-mode
squeezed light naturally forms a pair of Gaussian, en-
tangled states which travel along two paths, and when
recombined in a phase-preserving amplifier, which in the
quantum limit naturally has two input and output ports
[4,16,17], can achieve superior readout SNR (and hence
fidelity) by lowering the output noise level through the
destructive interference between the two modes. We
take advantage of the fact that two-mode squeezing
and phase-preserving amplification are the same process,
using two nominally identical, single-ended Josephson
Parametric Converters (JPCs) to generate and process
two-mode squeezed light [4,18,19] in the interferome-
ter. The qubit-cavity system is embedded in one arm of
the interferometer, where it imbalances the system by
impacting a qubit-state dependent phase shift on light
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the experiment setup. Two nominally identical JPCs, entangler and analyzer, are connected by their signal (Sig) and idler (Idl) ports respectively with circulators and superconducting cables to form an interferometer. The unused ports on the circulators are terminated in cold 50 Ω loads which provide quantum vacuum noise to the entangler, and a dump for the unused signal on the lower arm of the interferometer. The upper arm of the interferometer is interrupted by a 3D transmon qubit-cavity system. The qubit measurement pulse is sent into the cavity via its weakly coupled port without going through both arms of the interferometer which enables the switching between the two-mode squeezed light readout and coherent light readout in situ by turning on and off the pump of the entangler JPC. The signal is subsequently further amplified by a cryogenic HEMT and demodulated and recorded at room temperature.

For most settings, the readout produces unequal, state-dependent noise, so that the amplifier’s output noise, even in the absence of the cavity displacement drive, can (poorly) read out the qubit, resulting in unwanted qubit dephasing whenever the amplifiers are active. There are, however, two particular settings for which the output noise powers match. In one which we term the ‘low-match point’, the output noise is suppressed below the standard quantum limit by the destructive interference between the correlated TMS noise entering the JPC [16, 20], resulting in a 44% improvement in power SNR comparing to coherent light readout. As readout fidelity scales exponentially with SNR, this improvement could result in substantial increases in measurement fidelity for quantum information processing. The second, ‘high-match point’ has significantly larger noise than coherent light readout, with an associated degradation in SNR, and so is not helpful for projective readout.

However, the picture changes when we use weak measurements to characterize the quantum efficiency of our TMS light measurements. This calibration technique [12], which has well-known predictions for coherent state inputs with either phase-sensitive or phase-preserving amplification, uses the purely quantum phase back-action of measurement on the qubit to provide an unambiguous measure of what fraction the information in the readout pulse reaches the observer. An efficiency η = 1 resulting in fully trackable qubit evolution for either amplifier, though optimal phase-sensitive amplification has twice the SNR in projective measurement [21]. We applied this protocol to the TMS light readout with low- and high-match conditions, and found, to our surprise, that the observed efficiency varied inversely with SNR, that is the low-match point produced superior SNR together with a far less trackable phase back-action, and vise versa for the high-match point.

While we lack a detailed theory to explain this effect, it has important implications. Protocols which use measurement to generate entanglement via measurement of two remote qubits [22–25] rely on projecting the two qubits into a definite parity manifold while not scrambling the phase of states within that manifold. Thus the TMS readout at the high-match setting, which can readily accommodate a second qubit on the other arm, could...
allow remote entanglement to succeed in the presence of flawed components by flexibly rebalancing the trade-off between projectivity and phase-scrambling in situ.

II. EXPERIMENT SETUP

In our experiment the two-mode squeezed light is generated, analyzed and amplified with JPCs (Fig. 1). A JPC is a non-degenerate phase-preserving amplifier based on the three-wave mixing process in a ring of four nominally identical Josephson junctions, known as a Josephson Ring Modulator (JRM). The JPC’s Hamiltonian can be written as \[ \frac{H_{JPC}}{\hbar} = \omega_a a^\dagger a + \omega_b b^\dagger b + \omega_c c^\dagger c + g_3 (a^\dagger b^\dagger c + ab^\dagger c), \] (1)

where \(a\), \(b\), and \(c\) are the annihilation operators of the three modes of the JPC which are referred to as ‘signal’, ‘idler’, and ‘common’ mode respectively, and \(g_3\) is the three-wave coupling strength. Phase-preserving amplification is achieved by applying a strong microwave drive to the common mode at frequency \(\omega_c\) close to \(\omega_a + \omega_b\). When \(\omega_c\) is far detuned from \(\omega_c\), the pump is ‘stiff’ in the sense that \(c\) can be replaced by its average value \(\langle c \rangle e^{i\phi_p}\), where \(\langle c \rangle\) and \(\phi_p\) are the pump amplitude and relative phase, respectively. This reduces the three-wave mixing term to an effective two-wave coupling term between the signal and idler mode: \(g_3 \langle c \rangle (e^{-i\phi_p} a^\dagger b^\dagger + e^{i\phi_p} ab)\). As an amplifier, this device amplifies signals in reflection with amplitude gain of \(\sqrt{G}\), and in transmission with frequency conversion and amplitude gain of \(e^{i\phi_p} \sqrt{G} - 1\). The same two-mode Hamiltonian can also be described by the two-mode squeezing operator [26]: \(S = \exp(re^{-i\phi_p} ab - re^{i\phi_p} a^\dagger b^\dagger)\), where \(re^{i\phi_p}\) is the complex squeezing parameter with \(r = \cosh^{-1} \sqrt{G}\) [27] [28]. Thus, the JPC, or any other non-degenerate phase-preserving amplifier, can also serve as a generator of two-mode squeezed light with both spectral and spacial non-degeneracy [19] [29].

In our experiment, we form an active interferometer with two nominally identical JPCs, the ‘entangler’ and ‘analyzer’, by connecting their signal and idler ports [14] (Fig. 1). Uncorrelated vacuum noise enters the interferometer via the inputs of the entangler JPC, which transforms them into highly correlated, two-mode squeezed vacuum traveling along the two arms of the interferometer. These two paths recombine and interfere with each other in the analyzer JPC, generating outputs controlled by the gains and relative pump phase of the two JPCs. The input is doubly amplified with zero relative pump phase between the two JPCs (yielding a net amplifier with power gain \(G_e G_a\)), while a \(\pi\) relative pump phase will cause the analyzer JPC to de-amplify the output of the entangler JPC. In the absence of loss and added noise, the output of the interferometer will return to uncorrelated vacuum if the gains of the two JPCs are matched and their pump phases are different by \(\pi\).

We use the interferometer to read out a qubit by interrupts memory. In our experiment the two-mode squeezed light is generated, analyzed and amplified with JPCs (Fig. 1). A JPC is a non-degenerate phase-preserving amplifier based on the three-wave mixing process in a ring of four nominally identical Josephson junctions, known as a Josephson Ring Modulator (JRM). The JPC’s Hamiltonian can be written as [15]:

\[ \frac{H_{JPC}}{\hbar} = \omega_a a^\dagger a + \omega_b b^\dagger b + \omega_c c^\dagger c + g_3 (a^\dagger b^\dagger c + ab^\dagger c), \] (1)

where \(a\), \(b\), and \(c\) are the annihilation operators of the three modes of the JPC which are referred to as ‘signal’, ‘idler’, and ‘common’ mode respectively, and \(g_3\) is the three-wave coupling strength. Phase-preserving amplification is achieved by applying a strong microwave drive to the common mode at frequency \(\omega_c\) close to \(\omega_a + \omega_b\). When \(\omega_c\) is far detuned from \(\omega_c\), the pump is ‘stiff’ in the sense that \(c\) can be replaced by its average value \(\langle c \rangle e^{i\phi_p}\), where \(\langle c \rangle\) and \(\phi_p\) are the pump amplitude and relative phase, respectively. This reduces the three-wave mixing term to an effective two-wave coupling term between the signal and idler mode: \(g_3 \langle c \rangle (e^{-i\phi_p} a^\dagger b^\dagger + e^{i\phi_p} ab)\). As an amplifier, this device amplifies signals in reflection with amplitude gain of \(\sqrt{G}\), and in transmission with frequency conversion and amplitude gain of \(e^{i\phi_p} \sqrt{G} - 1\). The same two-mode Hamiltonian can also be described by the two-mode squeezing operator [26]: \(S = \exp(re^{-i\phi_p} ab - re^{i\phi_p} a^\dagger b^\dagger)\), where \(re^{i\phi_p}\) is the complex squeezing parameter with \(r = \cosh^{-1} \sqrt{G}\) [27] [28]. Thus, the JPC, or any other non-degenerate phase-preserving amplifier, can also serve as a generator of two-mode squeezed light with both spectral and spacial non-degeneracy [19] [29].

In our experiment, we form an active interferometer with two nominally identical JPCs, the ‘entangler’ and ‘analyzer’, by connecting their signal and idler ports [14] (Fig. 1). Uncorrelated vacuum noise enters the interferometer via the inputs of the entangler JPC, which transforms them into highly correlated, two-mode squeezed vacuum traveling along the two arms of the interferometer. These two paths recombine and interfere with each other in the analyzer JPC, generating outputs controlled by the gains and relative pump phase of the two JPCs. The input is doubly amplified with zero relative pump phase between the two JPCs (yielding a net amplifier with power gain \(G_e G_a\)), while a \(\pi\) relative pump phase will cause the analyzer JPC to de-amplify the output of the entangler JPC. In the absence of loss and added noise, the output of the interferometer will return to uncorrelated vacuum if the gains of the two JPCs are matched and their pump phases are different by \(\pi\).

We use the interferometer to read out a qubit by interrupting the upper arm with a microwave cavity, which in turn is dispersively coupled to a transmon qubit, as shown in Fig. 1. To achieve a better SNR than qubit readout with coherent light input and phase-preserving amplification (CS + PP), the dispersive phase shift due to interaction with the qubit-cavity system must be either close to zero or \(\pi\), which correspond to the qubit-cavity dispersive shift \(\chi\) being much smaller or larger than the cavity linewidth \(\kappa\) [14]. In our experiment, we design the qubit-cavity system to be in the small dispersive shift regime with \(\chi/\kappa = 0.22\) which is favorable for fast readout (see supplementary for the parameters of the experiment).

Although the noise of the interferometer itself can read out the qubit for many combinations of entangler and analyzer gain and relative phase, high SNR readout requires a coherent drive to be applied to the system. The original proposal called for displacing the input to the upper arm of the entangler [14], however in this scenario the signal is both amplified and partially transmitted down both arms of the interferometer, so that there is interference in both the output signal and noise. This greatly complicates fair comparison with CS + PP readout, and so in our experiment we drive our readout through a second, weakly coupled port in the microwave cavity. The readout signal thus does not interfere, and experiences the same gain (from the analyzer only) in both our TMS and CS + PP readout. In this case, we squeeze only on the noise, with a degradation/enhancement of SNR corresponding to a larger/smaller output noise, respectively.

III. RESULTS

A. Generation of two-mode squeezed vacuum

As a first step towards qubit readout with two-mode squeezed light, we demonstrate in Fig. 2 the signatures of coherent interference between the two parts of the two-mode vacuum generated by the entangler. We measure the output noise voltage at the signal port of the analyzer while sweeping the relative phase (\(\Delta \phi\)) between the two pump tones for different squeezing strength, \(G_e\), on the entangler JPC. The gain of the analyzer JPC, \(G_a\), is kept constant at 20 dB. For each shot of the measurement, the qubit is prepared in the ground state by post-selecting the result of an initial, projective measurement. After initializing the qubit state, we wait for 10 cavity lifetimes before recording the output voltage of the system for a 660 ns period, from which we obtain the quadrature voltage values (\(I_m, Q_m\)) of the noise. For a given squeezing strength, at each relative pump phase, the same measurement is repeated 50,000 times and the outcomes are plotted in the form of a 2D histogram. Fig. 2(a) shows the line cuts along \(Q_m = 0\) of the 2D histograms of the measurement outcomes with the entangler off, \(G_e = 0\) dB (CS + PP), versus entangler on
with $G_e = 1.5 \text{ dB}$ at two different relative pump phases. All the curves are normalized so that the area under the curve is 1. Comparing to the unsqueezed input (CS + PP), the output noise voltage of the two-mode squeezed vacuum changes from larger to smaller than that of the amplified vacuum as the two pumps go from in phase to out phase with each other, which demonstrates the correlation between the two parts of the two-mode squeezed vacuum traveling on the two arms of the interferometer.

By fitting the histogram to a 2D Gaussian distribution, the standard deviation of the measurement outcome ($\sigma_I$, $\sigma_Q$) can be extracted. In Fig. 2(b) we plot the standard deviations of the noise measurement outcomes with respect to relative pump phase for entangler gain ranging from $0 \text{ dB}$ to $4 \text{ dB}$ (as $\sigma_I \approx \sigma_Q$ we plot their average). For easier comparison, all the data shown in this figure are normalized by the average standard deviation of the measurement outcome of $G_e = 0 \text{ dB}$, which is the noise for standard CS + PP qubit measurement. We can see that the output noise level of the two-mode squeezed vacuum oscillates with the relative pump phase. In particular, there exists a range of relative pump phase within which it goes below that of the amplified unsqueezed vacuum. This oscillatory pattern clearly shows the existence of coherent interference between photons in the two arms of the interferometer. It also shows that the output noise level of the two-mode squeezed vacuum can be controlled by the relative pump phase. As the gain of the entangler increases, the suppression of the noise becomes stronger, but at the same time the phase range for noise suppression becomes smaller. This sets the limit for SNR improvement attainable in a given qubit-cavity system. We note that similar result has previously been observed in a setup with only two JPCs and no qubit [19].

**B. Qubit readout with two-mode squeezed vacuum**

In order to utilize the two-mode squeezed vacuum for qubit readout, we first study the effect of the dispersive qubit-cavity phase shift on the interferometer. To do so, we repeat the measurements from Fig. 2 with $G_e = 2.0 \text{ dB}$ and the qubit now being prepared either in the ground or excited state, and the results are shown in Fig. 3(a). The noise behavior of two-mode squeezed vacuum for qubit in ground and excited states are very similar, with a relative phase shift of $40^\circ$ which is due to the qubit-state dependent dispersive phase shift on photons traveling on the upper arm of the interferometer. For a given relative pump phase, this extra phase shift creates a qubit-state dependent output noise power. This means that, except for the two relative phases ($\Delta \phi = 190^\circ$ and $330^\circ$) where the output noise is identical for both qubit states, the noise of the interferometer can measure/dephase the qubit state without any input drive applied to the cavity. This is very different from CS + PP readout where the cavity must be driven to perform measurement, and the amplifier being on or off should
not affect the qubit’s dephasing rate.

To demonstrate this ‘two-mode squeezed vacuum’ readout in the interferometer, we modify our measurement protocol by changing the initial state of the qubit to \((|g⟩ + i |e⟩)/\sqrt{2}\), and adding a strong measurement after recording the noise output voltage to determine the final state of the qubit. As in References [12, 22], we construct a histogram where each pixel contains the average of all final measurement results of the z-component of the qubit state Bloch vector conditioned on receiving a particular \((I_m, Q_m)\) voltage in the second (noise) measurement. Fig. 3(b) shows these conditional z-axis tomography results at four different relative pump phases: \(\Delta\phi = 120°\) and 250°, at which the difference between the output noise power for qubit in ground and excited state is the largest, and \(\Delta\phi = 190°\) and 330° at which the output noise power for qubit in ground and excited state are the same. At \(\Delta\phi = 120°\), we clearly see a ‘Bullseye’ pattern, with the qubit found to be in \(|e⟩\) if the recorded noise voltage is large, and in \(|g⟩\) if the recorded noise voltage is small. A similar result is also seen at \(\Delta\phi = 250°\), with the correspondence between the noise voltage amplitude and qubit state reversed. These results show that two-mode squeezed vacuum in our interferometer, unlike unsqueezed vacuum, can entangle with the qubit state. An observer with a power meter could perform a (poor fidelity) readout of the qubit simply by measuring how much noise the circuit emits. This also implies that powering the entangler and analyzer will generate continuous qubit dephasing for these bias points. In contrast, at \(\Delta\phi = 190°\) and 330° where the output noise levels are the same for different qubit states, and so, similarly to unsqueezed vacuum, no information about the qubit can be inferred from the circuit’s noise output. We will focus in the next two sections of this paper on experiments at the two ‘matched’ noise points, which we refer to as ‘TMS High’ and ‘TMS Low’ for the point with larger and smaller matched noise, respectively.

C. SNR improvement with displaced two-mode squeezed vacuum

In standard dispersive qubit readout, a coherent microwave pulse containing several photons is used to extract the qubit state information [12, 30]. We are now going to show that SNR of such measurements can be improved by replacing the coherent light with two-mode squeezed light of the same strength. The SNR in our experiment is defined as:

\[
\text{SNR} = \frac{(I_c^g - I_c^e)^2 + (Q_c^g - Q_c^e)^2}{\sigma_c^g + \sigma_c^e}
\]

where \((I_c^{g(e)}, Q_c^{g(e)})\) is the center of the measurement result distribution when the qubit is in ground (excited) state and \(\sigma_c^{g(e)}\) is the corresponding standard deviation. To determine the SNR, we prepare the qubit in the ground and excited state separately, and then perform the readout by sending a coherent probe signal through the cavity from its weak port. Given that the coupling strength of the strong port is much greater than that of the weak port \((Q_{\text{weak}} \gg Q_{\text{strong}})\), quantum fluctuation of the field inside the cavity will be set by the two-mode
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squeezed vacuum present at the strong port. For fair comparison with standard CS + PP readout, we drive the system from the weak port in all cases, rather than driving the entangler amplifier as proposed in [14]. This has the advantage that there is ideally no interference in the amplitude of our signals, and a uniform displacement of the cavity in all measurements (see Fig. S.4), and so any change in SNR will be solely due to changing the quantum noise in the interferometer, rather than larger or smaller displacements drives applied to the cavity.

In Fig. 3 we show the SNR of the dispersive readout with displaced two-mode squeezed vacuum as a function of relative pump phase for different entangler gain. The data is normalized to the average SNR of coherent light ($G_e = 0$ dB) readout with the same strength. Improvement in SNR, as large as 44%, is observed for relative pump phase in the range of 140° to 240° over a wide range of entangler gain. In this range, the signal is actually 8% smaller than in CS+PP case (see Fig. S.3), and so the entirety of the improvement in SNR is due to suppressed noise in the interferometer’s output. Such an improvement in SNR would translate into a suppression of readout error rate that is due to the finite SNR by a factor of 5 when starting out with an error rate of 1% with coherent light, which is normally achievable in superconducting qubit systems.

Outside this range of phases, readout with displaced two-mode squeezed vacuum has a lower SNR than with coherent light due to one or both of the two qubit states having a substantially higher noise than CS+PP readout. We also note that the improvement in SNR does not increase monotonically with squeezing strength; it reaches maximum for entangler gain between 1.5 dB and 2.5 dB, then decreases at higher entangler gain. There are two major reasons for this behavior of the SNR. First, photon loss inside the two-mode squeezed light interferometer limits the maximum amount of entanglement/noise reduction which can be achieved. Second, as we turn up the gain of the entangler JPC, it is more likely to saturate the analyzer JPC and cause its gain to drop and its amplification process to be less ideal, which reduces SNR. This effect is responsible for the drop of SNR for entangler gain of 4 dB shown in Fig. 4.

D. Quantum efficiency of a TMSL measurement

Another important figure-of-merit of a quantum measurement is its efficiency, which determines the fraction of information of the system being measured which is obtained by the observer, rather than lost to all other potential observers [11, 12, 33, 34]. Readout fidelity scales exponentially with measurement efficiency, and thus it plays a vital role in experiments which requires fast and high fidelity measurements, such as feedback control in quantum error correction [35].

In our experiment, the quantum efficiency $\eta$ of our qubit measurement is determined by analyzing its back-action on the qubit with a weak measurement protocol established in Ref. [12]. This protocol provides a self-calibrated way of determining the overall efficiency of a measurement system. As there is no well established theory for weak measurement back-action with our TMS interferometer, we focus our study on two special cases where it most closely resembles the coherent light measurement: the ‘TMS High’ and ‘TMS Low’ cases shown in Fig. 3(a) where the output noise power is independent of the qubit state, and the interferometer’s output resembles CS + PP readout with unusual noise values.

In Fig. 5 we summarize the results of the back-action experiments with coherent light and displaced two-mode squeezed vacuum ($G_e = 0.5$ dB). Fig. 5(a) shows the conditional $x$- and $y$-components of the qubit state Bloch vector for measurement results that have zero in-phase component ($I = 0$) of coherent light readout. In CS + PP readout, the $x$- and $y$-component of the qubit receive a purely quantum stochastic back-action due to the knowledge gained by the experimenter from the $Q$-component of the readout pulse. This effect can also be present in readout with coherent states plus phase-sensitive amplification (CS+PS). In CS+PS readout, the choice of amplified quadrature can shift from granting the observer only $I$-quadrature information (which we would usually call an optimal readout quadrature), and correspondingly maximal $z$-back action and no effect on the qubit’s $x$- and $y$-components. By rotating the phase of the amplifier by 90°, we can reverse the situation, and produce only
FIG. 5. Quantum efficiency obtained by analyzing the back-action of weak measurements. Tomography data for x and y (blue stars and red dots) components of the qubit Bloch vector after we apply a weak measurement (see supplementary for details) are plotted against the left axis. The counts observed for each x and y tomography data points are shown with black down pointing triangle and green up pointing triangle, plotted against the right axis. The data is recorded for coherent light as well as displaced two-mode squeezed vacuum at relative pump phase point such that the ground and excited state qubit has the same noise level. Data is then fitted to the theory model for coherent light [12]. The measurement strength is adjusted such that all the measurements have the same SNR. The efficiency value obtained for each point is shown as well. The η is the quantum efficiency extracted from the fitting model. A surprisingly low quantum efficiency is observed when the system has less output noise level.

stochastic phase back-action [33, 36]. For CS + PP readout, these two back-actions are equal in amplitude, as the amplifier favors neither quadrature. The amplitude and frequency of the x and y-component oscillation, on the other hand, is determined by both the measurement strength and the efficiency of the measurement system. Therefore, by fitting this set of data, we can obtain the self-calibrated measurement strength and the overall efficiency of the measurement setup (see Supplemental for detailed procedure). From the data shown in Fig. 5(a), we obtain a overall efficiency of η = 0.46 for the coherent light readout method which sets the base line of our system. By accounting for the known loss in coherence due to T2 process, we can also calculate a corrected efficiency of ηcorr = 0.52.

Figure 5(b) and (c) show the results of applying the same protocol for displaced two-mode squeezed vacuum readout at the ‘TMS High’ and ‘TMS Low’ matched noise points, respectively. We have adjusted the drive amplitudes to match all three measurement types classical SNR (and correspondingly their z-component back-action, see Fig. S.7). However, the data clearly show that both the oscillation frequency and amplitude of the x- and y-components are very different from the CS + PP case, which indicates that the back-action strength and measurement efficiency are very different. From the same fitting, we obtain an efficiency of 0.58 at the displaced two-mode squeezed vacuum readout at the ‘TMS High’ point, and 0.29 at the ‘TMS Low’ point. One cause for this effect which we must rule out is that different TMS settings produce larger and smaller noise compared to the fixed contribution of the output chain following the analyzer JPC. As shown in Fig. S.8, even if we vary the relative noise contributed by the analyzer and the output chain, the known changes in output noise cannot explain simultaneously explain both the TMS High and Low results. Instead, it appears that the TMS readout behaves somewhat analogously to readout with a phase-sensitive amplifier, enhancing measurement SNR/z back-action at the TMS Low match point at the cost of rendering the x- and y-back action more sensitive to degradation by losses or added noise (and thus lowering the apparent efficiency in our imperfect apparatus). Interestingly, the TMS High match point, which represents a substantially worse SNR also allows the qubit’s phase back-action to be more faithfully reported to an observer, even in the presence of loss and inefficiency.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we have demonstrated a new scheme for interferometric readout of a superconducting qubit with displaced two-mode squeezed vacuum and phase preservation amplification. In this readout scheme, we can increase the SNR of projective readout by suppressing the noise output of our amplifier below the usual Cave’s limit for an amplifier fed with unsqueezed vacuum. In our experiment, we have achieved a 44% improvement in power SNR compared to conventional coherent light plus phase-preserving amplification readout. This improvement in SNR will result in a suppression of readout infidelity by
a factor of 5, if one starts with a 1% error rate in coherent light readout, with even greater improvements at higher base fidelities.

A still more interesting result emerges as we investigate the quantum readout efficiency of our TMS interferometer using weak measurements at points where the noise output is the same for both qubit states. These data show that there are important effects on the ratio between z back-action and the concomitant qubit phase back-action of this measurement process relative to other known read-out schemes. It appears that the increase in SNR at the ‘TMS Low’ match point comes at the cost of reducing the trackability of phase back-action. Conversely, at the ‘TMS High’ match point this phase trackability is enhanced. Although we rule out post-interferometer noise as the source of this effect, more theoretical work is needed to understand the role of inefficiencies inside the interferometer due to imperfect squeezing/amplification and losses in the interferometer arms. This limitation notwithstanding, the fact that the ‘TMS High’ match point gives desirable quantum properties at a point which deliberately degrades SNR and fidelity of projective measurement should encourage exploration of measurement methods which are not just the quantum analogs of good classical measurement schemes.

Finally, while tracking a single qubit’s phase during measurement is not of direct value for single qubit measurements in quantum computing, measurement-based entanglement is a vital component of many error-correction schemes in quantum information, and in these schemes\textsuperscript{[22],[23],[25]}, maintaining/tracking two qubit phase coherence during a high-fidelity measurement is vital. Our current experiment can be readily extended to these schemes\textsuperscript{[22],[23],[25]}, maintaining/tracking two qubit phase coherence. However, the trackability of phase back-action is enhanced. Although we rule out post-interferometer noise as the source of this effect, more theoretical work is needed to understand the role of inefficiencies inside the interferometer due to imperfect squeezing/amplification and losses in the interferometer arms. This limitation notwithstanding, the fact that the ‘TMS High’ match point gives desirable quantum properties at a point which deliberately degrades SNR and fidelity of projective measurement should encourage exploration of measurement methods which are not just the quantum analogs of good classical measurement schemes.
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VI. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

A. Cryogenic Microwave Setup

The experiment is cooled down to around 20 mK on the base stage of a dilution refrigerator. The cryogenic microwave setup is shown in Fig. S.1. The setup consists of a chain of low noise cryogenic and room temperature amplifiers before being down-converted, digitized and demodulated with a room-temperature reference copy.

B. Sample parameters

The cavity in our experiment is a 3D aluminum coaxial post cavity with a resonance frequency of $\omega_c/2\pi = 7.447$ GHz, coupling quality factors of $Q_{\text{strong}} = 752$ on the strong port, and $Q_{\text{weak}} \sim 1,000,000$ on the weak port. Therefore, the cavity linewidth seen from the strong port is $\kappa/2\pi = 9.9$ MHz. The superconducting qubit is a 3D transmon qubit made by commonly used Dolan bridge technique with ground to excited state transition frequency of $\omega_{\text{ge}}/2\pi = 4.102$ GHz, anharmonicity $\alpha = 180$ MHz, and a qubit-cavity dispersive coupling strength of $\chi/2\pi = 2.2$ MHz. This qubit has a $T_1$ of 18.2 $\mu$s, and $T_2R$ of 4.4 $\mu$s ($T_{2E}$ is 4.6 $\mu$s). The cavity is placed in an aluminum shield that is inside a $\mu$-metal cryoperm shield. The whole system is wrapped in mylar.

C. Gain interference in TMS light interferometer

The input and output mode (a and b) of a phase-preserving amplifier (e.g a JPC) can be related by the scattering relations:

$$a_{\text{out}} = S^\dagger a_{\text{in}} S = \cosh(r) a_{\text{in}} + e^{i\phi} \sinh(r) b_{\text{in}}^\dagger \quad (S.1)$$

$$b_{\text{out}}^\dagger = S^\dagger b_{\text{in}}^\dagger S = \cosh(r) b_{\text{in}}^\dagger + e^{-i\phi} \sinh(r) a_{\text{in}} \quad (S.2)$$

When two identical JPCs are connected with their signal and idler ports respectively, it is straightforward to calculate the scattering parameters for the combined system using the equations above twice. For example, the transmission gain from the signal port of the ‘entangler’ JPC to the signal port of the ‘analyzer’ JPC $S_{aa}$ can be written as:

$$S_{aa} = \cosh(r_E) \cosh(r_A) + e^{i\Delta\phi} \sinh(r_E) \sinh(r_A) \quad (S.3)$$
where we can see the amplitude of $S_{aa}$ will vary with the relative pump phase $\Delta \phi$. Especially, when two JPCs has a matched gain ($r_E = r_A = r$) and a relative pump phase difference of $\pi$, the total gain of the system will become $\cosh^2(r) - \sinh^2(r) = 1$, indicating that the output signal power will be the same as the input signal. In the ideal case, when there is no loss and no added noise inside the interferometer, the output noise will just
be the uncorrelated vacuum noise present at the input of the interferometer. This scattering parameter is measured using a vector network analyzer as a function of the relative pump phase for a fixed analyzer JPC gain of $G_a = 10$ dB and different entangler JPC gains.

Fig S.2 shows data for $G_e = 0.67$ dB and 9.15 dB. By fitting these data with a modified version of Eq. S.3 which includes losses on both arms [19], we can extract the ratio of the transmission efficiencies of the upper and lower arms, which is found to be 0.9. We believe this imbalance in transmission is mostly due to the insertion loss of the extra circulator on the upper arm that connects to the qubit-cavity system. Given the stated loss of 0.2 dB per pass in the circulator, this would give 0.4 dB (transmission coefficient of 0.91) of additional loss on the upper arm, which is consistent with the loss ratio inferred from our data.

D. Pump leakage cancellation

Due the design of our JPC, applied pump tones preferentially leave from the signal and idler ports. Similarly, a pump tone can enter a JPC through its signal and idler ports (though in practice we apply pump tones only to the pump port). Thus, in our experiment, a fraction of the pump signal from the first JPC (entangler) always leaks into the second JPC (analyzer) through the arms of the interferometer. The reverse process is also possible, depending on the directionality of our interferometer

at the pump frequency. Given that the two JPCs are biased so that their mode frequencies are matched and the second JPC is operated in the high gain (20 dB) regime, this pump leakage can cause large gain variation on the second JPC (gain variation as large as 15 dB was observed).

To eliminate this unwanted effect, we deliver the pump signals to the JPCs through a circuit shown in Fig. S.3 similar to the one used in Ref. [19]. In this circuit, the entangler pump is split and fed to two I/Q mixers which provide both JPC pumps. The analyzer’s pump signal is a combination of a the desired analyzer pump and a phase and amplitude shifted copy of the entangler pump which cancels its leakage in the analyzer JPC. Experimentally, we null ed the leakage by varying the analyzer pump phase and identifying the correction factor where analyzer gain is insensitive to the presence or absence of the entangler pump. Another way of eliminating the pump leakage to the analyzer could be to add low-pass filters on both arms of the interferometer. However, this would introduce additional loss to the interferometer and degrade its performance. Therefore, we chose the active
method described here. More, to prove that this effect is due entirely to pump leakage, and not two-mode squeezing effects in the interferometer, we verified the presence of pump leakage and our cancellation scheme with the up-stream, entangler JPC tuned far away in frequency with flux.

To quantify how well the cancellation process works, we measured the output signal strength as a function of the relative pump phase for coherent light readout (CS+PP), which should have no pump variation, and displaced two-mode squeezed vacuum readout with the same cavity drive strength. Fig. S.4 shows the output signal strength normalized with respect to the average output signal strength of coherent light readout. For displaced two-mode squeezed vacuum readout, the output signal strength varies at most by $-8\%$, which corresponds to a variation of 0.35 dB of the 20 dB gain of the analyzer. Note that this shift is negative, and decreases our SNR, so that the net observed enhancement in readout SNR is entirely due to a reduction in output noise and even larger than the overall SNR improvement suggests.

E. Back action of weak measurement

The quantum efficiency of the system for CS + PP readout is obtained by analyzing the back action of a weak measurement applied to the qubit with a protocol established in Ref. [12]. To analyze the back action of a measurement, we use a pulse sequence shown in Fig. S.5.

This pulse sequence begins with a strong measurement whose outcomes are post-selected to make sure that qubit always starts in $|g\rangle$. Next, a $R_x(\pi/2)$ pulse is applied to the qubit to rotate its state to $(|g\rangle + i |e\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$ ($Y = +1$). Then, a weak measurement is performed by sending a pulse through the cavity which gives a measurement outcome $(I_m, Q_m)$. Finally, to correlate the final state of the qubit with the outcome, a full qubit state tomography is performed by applying one of the three qubit rotation pulses, $R_x(\pi/2)$, $R_y(-\pi/2)$ and $Id$, and a strong measurement pulse which give the $x$, $y$ and $z$ components of the qubit Bloch vector, respectively.

Figure S.6(a) shows the data of the qubit state tomography for weak measurements with coherent light (top row). Each pixel of the 2D histograms contains the average value of all tomography measurement results of the $x$, $y$ and $z$ components of the qubit Bloch vector conditioned on receiving the $(I_m, Q_m)$ value of that pixel from the weak measurement, which we refer to as the conditional tomography outcomes $\langle x, y, z \rangle_{e}$. According to the theory for coherent light [12, 37], the following relations describe the measurement-dependent back-action on the initial qubit state:

$$x^\eta |I_m, Q_m\rangle = \text{sech}(I_m I_m / \sigma^2) \times \sin \left(\frac{Q_m I_m}{\sigma^2} + \frac{Q_m I_m}{\sigma^2} \left(\frac{1 - \eta}{\eta}\right)\right) \times \exp \left(-\frac{I_m^2}{\pi^2} \left(\frac{1 - \eta}{\eta}\right)\right)$$

(S.4)
FIG. S.6. Experiment data for back action of weak measurement. Results are shown for the back action of the weak measurement for coherent light (a) and displaced two-mode squeezed vacuum at high (b) and low (c) noise level match point. In all three cases, the strength of the weak measurement is $I_m/\sigma = 0.66$. The leftmost column shows the 2D histograms of scaled measurement outcomes recorded during the weak measurements. The right three columns are the conditional tomography data for $\langle x \rangle_c$, $\langle y \rangle_c$ and $\langle z \rangle_c$ component versus the associated $(I_m/\sigma, Q_m/\sigma)$ bin. The value in each bin is the average of all tomography data associated with that $(I_m, Q_m)$ value.

\[
y_f^y(I_m, Q_m) = \text{sech}(\frac{I_m \bar{I}_m}{\sigma^2}) \times \cos(\frac{Q_m \bar{I}_m}{\sigma^2} + \frac{Q_m \bar{Q}_m}{\sigma^2} (1 - \eta)) \\
\times e^{-\frac{I_m^2}{\sigma^2}(1-\eta)} \quad (S.5)
\]

\[
z_f^y(I_m, Q_m) = \tanh(\frac{I_m \bar{I}_m}{\sigma^2}). \quad (S.6)
\]

Here $(\bar{I}_m, \bar{Q}_m)$ and $\sigma$ are the center and standard deviation of the outcome distributions of the weak measurement and $\eta$ is the quantum efficiency of the system. Data shown in Fig. S.5 are line cuts of the $x$ and $y$ tomography data along $I_m = 0$, where there is no $z$ back-action.

Oscillation in $\langle x \rangle_c$ and $\langle y \rangle_c$ shows the stochastic phase back action. By fitting the line cuts shown in Fig. S.5 with the above formulae, we obtained the overall efficiency for different readout methods reported in the paper by comparing the frequency and amplitude of the oscillations.

For TMSL High and Low matched readout, we can use this protocol to probe the measurement back-action. While we lack a full theory for this back-action, we are encouraged by the overall outcomes resemblance to ‘CS+PP with altered noise’. Indeed, in Fig. S.6(b), (c) we see a close resemblance of the data to CS + PP readout. To compensate for the varying SNR/histogram separation in these three cases, the strength of the cavity drive is varied such that the separation of the two states in the histograms is the same, so that $I_m/\sigma$ match. This
should result in a semi-classical $z$ back-action which is indistinguishable for all three case. As in shown in Fig. S.7, in which we plot a line cut of $\langle z \rangle_c$ through $Q_m = -4$, this is indeed the case. Given that the data do not vary with $Q_m$, we could also have averaged all data along $Q_m$ to achieve a similar result. However, the $x$ and $y$ back-action, although similar in form, show very different apparent strength and efficiency, as discussed in the main text.

F. Noise visibility ratio and quantum efficiency

In this section, we will show that the observed large changes in quantum efficiency of the three readout methods cannot be explained by changes in the ratio of output noise of the TMS interferometer and the classical noise from the output chain.

The overall measurement efficiency of the system extracted from the weak measurement protocol can be expressed as:

$$\eta = \eta_{Amp} \eta_{out},$$

(S.7)

where $\eta_{Amp}$ is the efficiency of the system before HEMT (qubit-cavity and JPC/TMS interferometer), $\eta_{out}$ is the efficiency of the output chain after the analyzer JPC which is dominated by the efficiency of the HEMT amplifier. The efficiency of the output chain, $\eta_{out}$, can be expressed as:

$$\eta_{out} = \frac{N_{Amp}}{N_{Amp} + N_{out}}.$$  

(S.8)

where $N_{Amp}$ is the output noise power of the analyzer JPC, $N_{out}$ is the added noise power of the output chain referred back to the input of the HEMT. An easily measurable quantity in the lab that is closely related to $\eta_{out}$ is the noise-visibility-ratio (NVR),

$$NVR = \frac{N_{Amp} + N_{out}}{N_{out}}.$$  

(S.9)

It is easy to see:

$$\eta_{out} = 1 - \frac{1}{NVR}.$$  

(S.10)

In our experiment, the NVR is typically 7 dB when the analyzer JPC is operated at 20 dB gain. Therefore, for coherent light readout, given $\eta = 0.46$ extracted from the weak measurement, we have $\eta_{Amp} = 0.58$ for our system.

Now consider the case of the displaced two-mode squeezed vacuum (TMS). Even though we did not measure the its NVR directly, we can calculate it based on the NVR of coherent light and the noise suppression/enhancement shown in Fig. 3. The NVR for TMS at the high (H) and low (L) match points can be expressed as

$$NVR_{TMS}^{H/L} = 1 + \frac{N_{TMS}^{H/L}}{N_{out}} = 1 + \frac{N_{CS}}{N_{out}} (\sigma_{TMS}^{H/L}/\sigma_{CS})^2.$$  

(S.11)

which is larger (smaller) at the high (low) match point than that of coherent light. Consequently, the efficiency
of the output chain ($\eta_{\text{out}}$) will also be larger (smaller) than that of the coherent light readout.

If we assume the quantum efficiency of TMS interferometer is the same as that in the coherent light case, namely, $\eta_{\text{Amp}} = 0.58$, and a typical coherent light NVR, 7 dB, then given the $\frac{\sigma_{\text{TMSL}}^H}{\sigma_{\text{CS}}^H} = 1.21$ and $\frac{\sigma_{\text{TMSL}}^L}{\sigma_{\text{CS}}^L} = 0.86$, we can calculate the overall quantum efficiency of the system at the high and low $\sigma$ match point. We get $\eta^H = 0.48 < \eta_{\text{exp}}^H = 0.58$ and $\eta^L = 0.42 > \eta_{\text{exp}}^L = 0.29$.

More generally, in Fig. S.8 we plot the overall efficiency as a function of NVR for different values of $\eta_{\text{Amp}}$. It clearly shows that the measured efficiency at ‘TMS Low’ and ‘TML High’ match points requires, in addition to the changes in NVR, the analyzer JPC/TMS interferometer to have different quantum efficiencies which itself requires further studies.